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SWISSNESS presents 43 design accomplishments of Swiss origin, including the Swiss Army
Knife, the Landi chair, Le Corbusier’s chaise longue, the Davos sled and Freitag bags.In addition

there are portraits of seven individuals who have had a significant impact on the highly unique

history of Swiss design – people who have paved the way for the success of “Swiss made”
products all over the world.
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AuthorsThanksImprintOther Yellowbay Books Swissness ... what else?What makes “Swiss

made” so special? So sexy, that as “Swissness” it is constantly causing a stir, and not just in

Switzerland? I do not wish to speak in favor of what Stanislaus von Moos terms a nostalgic
“homeland security, in the light version”. Rather, what is important here is a seminal value added,
thanks to specific qualities exhibited by the products and topics presented here, which raises

them above the triviality of superfluous products and the throw-away (un)culture of built-in
obsolescence. The “Swiss Army Knife” pocket knife is probably the best ex-ample of this to date.

Unbreakable, known worldwide – it has cult status among young and old, from China to the USA.
In the land of aspiring inventors, qualities such as these are not only lived out in classic design
areas, but also by Mr. and Mrs. Swiss in everyday life. Such as in the public transport sector, on

freeways, in “milk crates” (i.e., the Post and Deposit Box B74) or in the Helvetian kitchen. Indeed,
our eyes are forced open by the trash of affluent society, if we concur with Lucius Burckhardt that
“good design is invisible”.All this against the backdrop of seven significant personalities who

shaped the “century of design” – according to the title of an exhibition “Le Design – Mirroir du
siècle” at the Centre Pompidou, 1992; who as teachers spurred on the young and as pioneers

took new risks. TV ads have been known to put the question, with a biting undertone: “And who

invented it?” It is not surprising that most of these inventions and achievements have been in

production, virtually unchanged, for decades. Some for so long that their availability is anchored
as a given in the collective memory, while their history has already faded into obscurity. The

range stretches from things that served and serve the formation of national identity in the
country to objects that have achieved cult status in London, Los Angeles or elsewhere. Things

that offer lasting value. This selection is based on an “extended notion of design” (Josef Beuys).

To find a name for all that which Classical Modernism could hardly predict, but which shapes
Switzerland as a place of business, with its SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) in the

shadow of banks and insurance providers; as a Switzerland that is highly innovative in niche

markets. With the precision and reliability that have made the country of the watchmaker’s art the
proverbial symbol of precisely this. The country that, in another advertising campaign, may

ironically refer to: “A small country and its great achievements”.Klaus LeuschelEssayOrderly,
punctual, sharp. The empiricism of Swiss design conceptsIt is often the small things that enable

us to make important statements about the cultural condition of a society – such as the
economical vegetable peeler. Now known all over the world, there are all kinds of versions of this

metal household utensil, which, with its simple functionality, appeals to everyone. The artist
Daniel Spoerri claims that it could be used “to explain Darwinism in its entirety. [...] In Asia
people use them [vegetable peelers] in a different way than do Europeans and correspondingly

they are shaped differently. Asians peel away from the body, Europeans towards the body. We
can even deduce a great deal about the different cultures from this: the European takes, the

Asian gives.”(1)Daniel Spoerri is Swiss. He invented Eat Art and is an expert in everyday culture.
He claims to have a collection of over 150 vegetable peelers, including a model called “REX”,

which knowingly defies Spoerri’s dichotomy of giving and taking. For the REX can be used in
both directions and can thus not only be adapted to all kinds of economic and value systems,

but can also be used by both right-handed and left-handed people. The REX is virtually a
politically correct universal weapon in the fight for economical vegetable peeling.In light of this
balance of the function, form and mindset of the object, it may not come as such a surprise that

the REX originated in Switzerland. Its iconography perfectly illustrates the key characteristics of
Swiss design mentality. When the REX was registered at the Patent Office in 1947, the
vegetable peeler was already old. Yet Alfred Neweczerzal from Davos (canton of Graubünden)

had further developed the utensil using a horizontal, moveable blade in such a way that the REX

could be used by anyone. In formal terms, this new function produced a device with an iconic
appearance – a blade edged by a symmetrical, rounded holder.
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while their history has already faded into obscurity. The range stretches from things that served
and serve the formation of national identity in the country to objects that have achieved cult

status in London, Los Angeles or elsewhere. Things that offer lasting value. This selection is
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simple functionality, appeals to everyone. The artist Daniel Spoerri claims that it could be used
“to explain Darwinism in its entirety. [...] In Asia people use them [vegetable peelers] in a different

way than do Europeans and correspondingly they are shaped differently. Asians peel away from
the body, Europeans towards the body. We can even deduce a great deal about the different
cultures from this: the European takes, the Asian gives.”(1)Daniel Spoerri is Swiss. He invented

Eat Art and is an expert in everyday culture. He claims to have a collection of over 150 vegetable

peelers, including a model called “REX”, which knowingly defies Spoerri’s dichotomy of giving
and taking. For the REX can be used in both directions and can thus not only be adapted to all

kinds of economic and value systems, but can also be used by both right-handed and left-

handed people. The REX is virtually a politically correct universal weapon in the fight for
economical vegetable peeling.In light of this balance of the function, form and mindset of the
object, it may not come as such a surprise that the REX originated in Switzerland. Its

iconography perfectly illustrates the key characteristics of Swiss design mentality. When the
REX was registered at the Patent Office in 1947, the vegetable peeler was already old. Yet Alfred
Neweczerzal from Davos (canton of Graubünden) had further developed the utensil using a

horizontal, moveable blade in such a way that the REX could be used by anyone. In formal

terms, this new function produced a device with an iconic appearance – a blade edged by a
symmetrical, rounded holder.
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Swiss design conceptsIt is often the small things that enable us to make important statements

about the cultural condition of a society – such as the economical vegetable peeler. Now known
all over the world, there are all kinds of versions of this metal household utensil, which, with its

simple functionality, appeals to everyone. The artist Daniel Spoerri claims that it could be used
“to explain Darwinism in its entirety. [...] In Asia people use them [vegetable peelers] in a different

way than do Europeans and correspondingly they are shaped differently. Asians peel away from
the body, Europeans towards the body. We can even deduce a great deal about the different
cultures from this: the European takes, the Asian gives.”(1)Daniel Spoerri is Swiss. He invented

Eat Art and is an expert in everyday culture. He claims to have a collection of over 150 vegetable

peelers, including a model called “REX”, which knowingly defies Spoerri’s dichotomy of giving
and taking. For the REX can be used in both directions and can thus not only be adapted to all

kinds of economic and value systems, but can also be used by both right-handed and left-

handed people. The REX is virtually a politically correct universal weapon in the fight for
economical vegetable peeling.In light of this balance of the function, form and mindset of the
object, it may not come as such a surprise that the REX originated in Switzerland. Its

iconography perfectly illustrates the key characteristics of Swiss design mentality. When the
REX was registered at the Patent Office in 1947, the vegetable peeler was already old. Yet Alfred
Neweczerzal from Davos (canton of Graubünden) had further developed the utensil using a

horizontal, moveable blade in such a way that the REX could be used by anyone. In formal

terms, this new function produced a device with an iconic appearance – a blade edged by a
symmetrical, rounded holder.The REX was invented in a period which, on hindsight, can be

described as formative for the history of Swiss industrial design both in terms of style and

mentality, namely the “Landi zeitgeist”, which took shape in the boundary and identity debates of
the 1930s. Given the political polarization and the War in Europe, Switzerland, with its four

official languages, made major efforts to develop a uniform Swiss iconography. The Swiss

National Exhibition – the Landesausstellung known locally as the Landi – held in Zurich in 1939,
embodied the spirit of this “psychological national defense” and formulated, alongside

conventional patriotic rituals and forms, a large number of innovative Swiss positions – including
the Cement Hall by Robert Maillart, Alberto Giacometti’s sculptures and the Landi chair by Hans

Coray – which considered themselves a self-confident advancement of the Modern Age and still

have an influence today: “The forces of innovation very much took their cue from the liberal,
traditional guiding thread of the Swiss National Exhibition, which after 1945 led to an

advancement of the Modern Age and another peak.”(2)So if, in the first few decades of the 21st
century, so-called “Swissness” is celebrated everywhere, it would be fitting to cast a critical eye

back on this age, which in post-War Switzerland shaped the key design and industrial
paradigms – which are still evident today: Understated appearance, formal credibility, quality

production. As such, in the long term, precisely in multilingual Switzerland industrial products
may have a far greater part to play in forming the national identity than have had patriotic tales of

heroes or a heroicized and uncritical neutral version of history, as countries cultivated one after

the other precisely between the 1950s and 1980s. In any case, the myth of the vegetable peeler
has outlived the myth of neutrality and banking secrecy. The tangible ritual of peeling
vegetables, performed thousands of times, may well prove an easier and more lasting way to

form a collective mindset than the unrealizable idea of the state.In this context, the special
training model for the creative professions fostered in Switzerland until recently is also

characteristic of the above. Whereas the rest of Europe follows academicism, Switzerland
fostered a form of training – at least until the ominous Bologna Reform – oriented more on a

practical than a theoretical design approach. Graphic designers, jewelry designers, product
designers and typographers acquired their professional skills at so-called colleges of applied
arts, and crafts, “Kunstgewerbeschulen”, where the interdisciplinary forms of the Weimar

Bauhaus were followed and by way of introduction a joint preliminary course in the basics was
obligatory for all students. If we view things from the technological perspective, the empiricism of
design is of decisive significance in the products that are considered typically Swiss. “For me,

design is not an abstract process,” says the young Zurich-based designer Jörg Boner, “but work
on a three-dimensional object. In actual fact, the design results from the structure

chosen.”(3)This design mentality is particularly obvious in the products by the late Zurich

designer Hannes Wettstein (1958 – 2008). Originally a man behind a drawing board, in 1982
Wettstein crea-ted the lighting system “Metro”, the first low-voltage lighting system on two
tensioned contact wires, which in aesthetic terms represented a completely new lighting genre.
“Sometimes technology provokes a design. Sometimes a design needs to look for the right

technology,” Wettstein once said. Not only has his Metro lighting system posted sales of more
than 50 million all over the world, it has also been copied all over the world. “I question social,

industrial and ritual norms so that I can create something new.”(4)And in Switzerland there is

certainly no lack of ritual social norms that could serve as the starting point for the design of

products. No doubt every tourist who visits Switzerland will be able to regale their compatriots at

home with various witty anecdotes on how order and orderliness have such high standing in
Switzerland – here traditional Swiss virtues are transformed into globally usable products, such
as the office furniture system “USM Haller” and the “RAKO-Box” storage unit. “The RAKO-Box is
a plastic reusable container, an all-rounder that is very widespread in the storage and transport

industry thanks to the many versions available,”(5) suggests the Georg Utz company in
Bremgarten in the canton of Aargau, which invented the RAKO-system. Today the modular office

system, designed by architect Fritz Haller and engineer Paul Schärer back in 1963, rarely serves
only as a filing system, rather, at a time when the loft and industrial zeitgeist prevails, it has long

since become a “signature furniture item” of the creative economy and equally an icon of purist
designs for home interiors.It is one of the ironies of history that in actual fact, the USM furniture

system was the result of a coincidence. When the traditional door and window fittings

manufacturing firm Ulrich Schärer Münsingen from the canton of Bern expanded in the booming
1960s and moved to an ultra-modern office building created by the Solothurn-based architect

Fritz Haller, there was no suitable furniture for the innovative building. The solution? Schärer and
Haller developed their own custom-made system – without intending to turn it into a new product
line. It was not until the interior designers for the Parisian bank of Rothschild happened to see a
picture of the USM office in a magazine in 1969 and wanted to order furniture for 600
workstations in their bank from the Münsingen company that mass production started. Ever

since, the German business magazine summary of the company applies: “USM is like its
products: calm, rock solid and yet continually growing.” (6)This congruence between

manufacturer and product is often equated with credibility and is a popular marketing strategy.
Indeed, the underlying claim is one that is borne out more frequently in the designation of origin
“Swiss made” than elsewhere. It is also associated primarily with Swiss articles that have long

been presenting this message to the world, namely, wristwatches and pocket knives. Anyone
exploring issues relating to the Swiss mentality cannot deny the integrative effect of these two
product groups, both in social and design terms. Whereas Swiss timekeeping has earned great

recognition, especially in terms of quality, with the customary inference of something being as
precise and reliable as a Swiss watch, (7) since its invention in the 1890s the pocket knife, or to
be more precise the “Swiss Army Knife”, has been considered the epitome of ingeniousness
and multifunctionality. Bearing the Swiss cross and originally with four functions, the one-time

soldier’s knife has likewise sallied forth and conquered the world. Unlike the comparatively

expensive mechanical watches, the popular pocket knives are in a way ambassadors of an
inexpensive and thoroughly pleasant “Swissness”.Like the Swiss National Exhibition in Zurich

back in 1939, which marked the beginning of an independent Swiss design idiom, the Expo.02
national exhibition must also be considered as marking a paradigm shift, a manifest turning point

in relation to a national mentality and aesthetic. Whereas the 1939 exhibition asserted an
autonomous Swiss cultural position for the first time, separate from that of Germany, France and
Italy, the Expo.02 explicitly turned against an all too inwardly-focused Switzerland. The concept

of “home”, “Heimat” in German, in a globalized world, networks and the opening up of the

country to a more international design feel were at the center of the Expo debate. The 2002

national exhibition, initially curated by Pipilotti Rist and then by Martin Heller, turned out to be the

formative moment of a new “Swissness”, of a development that had already started in the late
1980s and spawned products such as the Logitech computer mouse, plastic watches by Swatch

and Nespresso’s coffee capsules – universal and politically correct designs that were hatched

and nurtured in Switzerland, but from the very start were intended for the global
market.Christoph Doswald 1 Daniel Spoerri, “Asiaten schälen vom Körper weg,” in: Frankfurter
Allgemeine SonntagsZeitung, 05.23.2010.2 Lotte Schilder Bär & Norbert Wild, Designland

Schweiz, Gebrauchsgüterkultur im 20. Jahrhundert, Zurich, 2001, p. 70.3 Jörg Boner, in: Alfredo
Häberli (ed.), Atelier Pfister, Neues Schweizer Design, Suhr, 2009, unpaginated.4 Hannes

Wettstein, quoted in: Christoph Doswald, “Er gab der Vision eine Form,” SonntagsZeitung,

07.13.2008.5 www.georgutz.com.6 “Die Welt-Kugel,” in: brand eins 3, 2009.7 The reliability of
Swiss timekeeping has assumed mythical dimensions worldwide at the latest since the
spectacular rescue of Apollo 13 in 1970, which, after almost all the space shuttle’s instruments

had failed, was only able to return safely to Earth with the help of the legendary OMEGA
Speedmaster.arwa arwa-thermDesign Hans Bellmann 1952To this day, the wider public is still
largely ignorant of the role Swiss companies played in the technical perfecting of fittings. If this

article particularly honors the achievement associated with the companies Sanitärbedarf Zurich
and arwa in Wallisellen (canton of Zurich), then it is fitting to mention that a designer was

brought on board for the first time as long ago as 1952. His name was Hans Bellmann (1911 –

1990). The very vocal designer, who some describe as “not easy” (Ulrich P. Wieser), taught at
the Zurich College of Applied Arts (Kunstgewerbe Schule der Stadt Zürich) from 1948 to 1955.

After completing his training at the Bauhaus in Dessau and Berlin (1931 – 1933) and then

working with Ludwig Mies van der Rohe for a year, among other designers, Johannes Itten later
brought him on board at the Zurich-based educational institution. Even though the Basle-based

company Wohnbedarf had planned a solo exhibition on Bellmann’s work for 1989, it was not
until 1991 that it was able to open. Ulrich P. Wieser recorded the following in the exhibition
catalog: “If we compare the mixing faucets, also designed by Bellmann, with their handles, which

are not only aesthetically pleasing, but can also still be used with soapy hands, we must not
even consider Bellmann’s comment [on less functional objects].” This fitting was the world’s first
pressure-independent one-handed mixing faucet with a constant water temperature – also

available in a child-proof version so that the temperature could not rise above 30 °C.PICTURE
CAPTION:An arwa mixing faucet designed by Hans Bellmann: arwa arwa-twinflexDesign dai

design, Florin Baeriswyl 2008With the fitting “twinflex”, Zurich-based design agency dai,

established and headed by Florin Baeriswyl, presented a masterpiece. Those who think of the
standard color variations (which can be dyed as desired) orange, pale blue, mud, and black,

would remain on the surface of a solution that functionally too is highly impressive. For their

qualities primarily consist in the flexible aerator, which can be put in any position. And thanks to

its small inner diameter, the fitting saves water and energy without any noticeable loss of water
flow and pressure. It is a product of the continual further development of the arwa product line
and thus strengthens precisely the brand image that, thanks to handles that are as user-friendly

as they are distinctive, has been continually and increasingly well-received by the public. And in
future this has to be far more important for the company, which belongs to the Similor Group,

founded in 1854, on the international market than on the domestic market. For according to

Florin Baeriswyl, “in the end only an unmistakable design profile protects you on the global
markets”. Yet the solution is not least also simple and impressive because the flexible hygienic
tube can even be attached to old fittings as a replacement. This is both maintenance and

environmentally friendly, especially as it also makes the fitting, whose materials are not
permanently fixed together and which can therefore be easily disassembled into its component
parts, easy to recycle.PICTURE CAPTION:Reduced water flow with the same performance – an

arwa-twinflex faucet with flexible tube: BicycleEngineering and Design Various since 1817The

first chapter in the history of the bicycle was written by the German Karl Drais in Mannheim in
1817, who at the time was still a baron, with the invention of the two-wheeler principle. His twowheeler, which could not turn, was the first mechanical individual means of transportation. The

rider sat between the wheels and pushed away from the ground with his feet. This so-called
wooden “running machine”, as he described it, was soon dubbed “Draisine”, after him, in the
press. Yet it was a Frenchman, namely Pierre Lammellet or Pierre Michaux – who exactly the

inventor was is a matter of contention, who invented the bicycle with pedals, which took riders’
feet off terra firma. The Swiss contribution to the development of this mode of transportation was
initially limited to the word “velo”: from the French “vélocipède”, meaning quick foot; from the
Latin “velox”, meaning quick and “pes” meaning foot. In 1883, in Brügg (canton of Bern) near
Biel, to be more precise at the Hotel du Pont, the “Schweizerische Velozipedisten-Bund” (Swiss
Association of Velocipedists) was founded. It is primarily the success of the Ford Model T that

the automobile has to thank for its image as a progressive means of transportation, whose

explosive popularity in post-War Europe led to the continual decline of bicycles on the streets.

Thus in Switzerland in 1970 there were only 1.3 million approved bicycles. In 2009 this number

had risen again to 3.9 million. That same year more than 380 000 new bicycles were sold, and
35 000 stolen. Thanks to separate bicycle lanes, bike hiring points at train stations

(www.rentabike.ch) and technologically leading manufacturers in the electric bicycle segment

(www.biketec.ch), the country is increasingly becoming a true paradise for mostly helmeted

velocipedists.PICTURE CAPTION:Souvenir photo of the velocipedist club’s foundation meeting
in Brügg near Biel (canton of Bern) on September 30, 1883 BMCIt was an American! – In 1986

Bob Bigelow established a company in Biel to fully assemble bicycles of the cult brand Raleigh.
Only nine years later he lost the license to assemble Raleigh bicycles and subsequently founded
the bicycle brand BMC, “Bicycle Manufacturing Company”. Yet like most of its national

competitors, the company, which started well with mountain bikes, missed key developments –

which meant that its continued existence was always threatened. It was the entrepreneur and
self-confessed bicycle fan Andy Rihs’ takeover of the brand in 2001 that marked the turning
point in the company’s history. Since then it has been investing in engineering, design and
marketing in order to position the brand as an innovative high-end leader with Swiss roots. In this

way, BMC has evolved from an unprofitable company with sales of CHF 2.5 million (2001) to a
global brand with sales of more than CHF 30 million (2008). The “Team Machine SLT01”,
developed in record time in 2002 for the Phonak team (sponsored by Andy Rihs), is considered

the reference product in the company’s portfolio. In the lucrative Swiss market, BMC is one of

three major producers. For the company owner, a BMC bicycle no longer has any need to fear

comparison with a Porsche – and not just in terms of technology. Andy Rihs deliberately chose
to distinguish his company from the masses in the bicycle industry by price.PICTURE

CAPTION:A modern legend: The BMC Team Machine SLT01Ernst Schweizer Post and Deposit
Box B74Design Andreas Christen 1974Andreas Christen, who also worked as an artist

throughout his entire life, was a “designer for architects”, insofar as something like that ever

existed, or a designer for purists. In any case someone who knew how to draw razor-sharp
dividing lines between that which can, on the one hand, be seen as formative work, and, on the
other, as art or everything else. His “Post and Deposit Box” combines form and function in a
groundbreaking way. It is so archetypal that in everyday language it is commonly referred to as

“milk crate” and has held its ground even though the formally customary milk-bottle height has

long since given way to a proportional reversal in favor of a wider base and reduced height and
depth. And all that with a uniform format corresponding to postal specifications. Name plates can

be changed quickly and without the need for tools. This is an advantage that aided its spread as
the de facto Swiss standard post box, as did its anti-theft protection system for which there is
even a DIN standard (DIN 32617), plus the locking mechanism that enables it to be integrated
into the house locking system. Moreover, the original version is available in 30 highly

weatherproof standard colors, where the sky is the limit in terms of what is possible. Friends,

neighbors and postal workers can deposit any manner of things in this mailbox and still be

confident today that no-one will have the bright idea of raiding something that is in any case

generally considered so private – pure “Swissness”.PICTURE CAPTION:The original in its
classic form and color combination: the front of the Post and Deposit Box B74 can be adapted
according to individual wishes:Andreas Christen1936–2006Andreas Christen relinquished the

rights to the design of his Post and Deposit Box hybrid, commonly called “milk crate”, early on to
the producer, the company Schweizer in Hedingen, canton of Zurich. And the fact that the

modular principle, applied to the first series as early as 1974, allows far more variations, even
including fronts that from today’s perspective probably resulted from the zeitgeist of the roaring
1970s, is nonetheless certainly not a disadvantage of the design. At best we can consider it

proof that the legacy of this great classic in the history of Swiss design has only just begun. After
all, Andreas Christen was one of the pioneers of design in Switzerland. And to be more precise,

one of those of industrial “product form”, as the first class was called at the Zurich College of
Applied Arts (Kunstgewerbeschule der Stadt Zürich). Thus he belonged to that generation that

saw its duty in finding functional industrial design solutions and always stayed well away from

the later lifestyle cult revolving round the object and its designer. It is hardly surprising that

throughout his life, this designer primarily enjoyed great renown among expert circles, although
it was certainly not the case that only the Post and Deposit Box among his designs carried the

successful longseller gene. PICTURE CAPTION:A classic of everyday Swiss life: the Post and
Deposit Box B74:Andreas Christen1936 Bubendorf (canton of Basel-Landschaft) – 2006 Zurich

(canton of Zurich)He can be counted among the pioneers of design in Switzerland. And to be

more precise, among those of industrial “product form”, as the first class was called at the Zurich
College of Applied Arts (Kunstgewerbeschule der Stadt Zürich). Thus he belongs to that

generation that saw its duty in finding functional industrial design solutions and always stayed
well away from any lifestyle cult revolving round the object and its designer. We could describe
Andreas Christen, who was also always an artist, as a “designer for architects” or a designer for

purists. In any case someone who knew how to draw razor-sharp dividing lines between that

which can, on the one hand, be seen as formative work, and on the other as art or everything

else. It is hardly surprising that throughout his life, this designer remained unknown to a wider
public beyond expert circles, although it is certainly not the case that only the Lehni Aluminum

Shelves or Post and Deposit Box among his designs carry the successful longseller gene. As

manifold as the range of objects he produced is, all his designs are to the same extent also an

expression of a critical attitude towards excess and the throwaway society. Andreas Christen’s
oeuvre contains precisely in its self-moderation a trailblazing potential, which still applies today

and points to less waste, less garbage and thus in the end a better quality of life by means of
more durable objects.PICTURE CAPTION:The Aluminium Shelves (Design by Andreas

Christen) – Ahead of its time for almost 50 years and thus an expression of what is considered
timeless:Lehni Aluminum ShelvesDesign Andreas Christen 1964One product particularly marks

the lasting success of Andreas Christen to this day, namely, his “Aluminum Shelves”. Max Bill

commissioned Christen to fit shelves in the Swiss Booksellers’ Association (Schweizerischer
Buchhändlerverband) exhibition space at EXPO 1964 in Lausanne (canton of Vaud). What

would have been more obvious than to systematically further develop a shelving unit he had

already contemplated? It is made completely of aluminum apart from a galvanized stabilizing
cross on the back. With the exception of the screws holding it together, the rigidity of the modular
system is achieved solely by perforating, folding and beveling the edges. And for those for whom

the silver matte shine of the aluminum is too reminiscent of the industrial aesthetics of machines

and production facilities, there is the alternative of powder-coated surfaces. And not just in black
or white. Drawers, sliding doors and hanging filing systems are just some of the many

components the shelving system has to thank for its cult status as a classic in office

environments and, for example, at home as a CD, DVD or book shelving unit. Essential

differences in the quality of production and finish set this unit apart from simple, low-tech storage
units. As such, it could be considered a prototype of that understanding of virtually perfect and
lasting high-end qualities, as the designer Dieter Rams tirelessly called for: “Less, but better”.
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